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ABSTRACT 

The sampling rate for 99mTc RBC scintigraphy in acute LGIH is quite variable. 

More rapid sampling allows more accurate localisation spatially by detecting 

bleeding more accurately temporally which minimises the impact of rapid 

peristalsis on localisation errors. There has been no specific investigation 

reported in the literature comparing the diagnostic efficiency of various 

sampling intervals.  

Methods: This research was a retrospective clinical study of 49 99mTc red blood 

cell studies. Each was interpreted by four independent physicians as both five 

minute dynamic data and one minute dynamic data. The relative contribution of 

each sampling interval to bleed detection, bleed localisation and interpretive 

confidence was recorded.  

Results: Generally, approximately 90% of the relative contribution to bleed 

detection and interpretive confidence was attributed to one minute sampling. 

Five minute sampling was seen to have the greatest impact on bleed localisation 

(28%). One minute sampling extends an advantage to minimising false 

positives while five minute sampling plays a role in reducing false negatives. 

Conclusion: False positive studies can be reduced by predominantly relying on 

the one minute dynamic data for bleed detection. One minute dynamic data 

should be reframed to five minute intervals to assist in bleed localisation. This 

need only be undertaken when a bleed has been identified on the one minute 

dynamic data.  

 

Key words: bowel hemorrhage, GIT bleed, sampling interval, localisation, 

LGIH 
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INTRODUCTION 

Early imaging protocols using 99mTc red blood cell (RBC) scintigraphy for 

acute lower gastrointestinal haemorrhage (LGIH) used discrete (static) images 

at intervals as wide as five to 15 minutes (1). This sampling frequency may 

result in false negative studies or inaccurate localisation due to rapid movement 

of extravasated blood away from the bleed site in either antegrade or retrograde 

directions (1,2). The advent of computers in nuclear medicine has facilitated 

continuous imaging of the abdomen which has provided more accurate 

localisation of bleeding sites compared to static acquisitions (1,2). O’Neill et al. 

(2) believe that the success of 99mTc RBC scintigraphy in acute LGIH relies on 

strict adherence to continuous dynamic imaging techniques with a minimum 

sampling interval of one frame per minute. This is supported by the SNM who 

recommend continuous imaging for 60 to 90 minutes post IV at one frame per 

20 to 60 seconds (3).  

 

While most facilities begin data acquisition with rapid sampling at one to three 

second intervals for the first minute post administration of the 

radiopharmaceutical, the sampling rate after this initial angiographic phase is 

variable (4). Howarth, Tang & Lees (5) report using a 20 second sampling rate 

while Maurer (1) describes the use of 15 second sampling intervals. In Australia, 

21.5% of departments use sub optimal sampling frequencies (i.e. greater than 

one minute per frame) (6). Furthermore, when studies are acquired at a one 

minute sampling intervals, 56.9% of departments display the data at slower 

intervals, most commonly at five minute (45.1%).  

 

More rapid sampling allows more accurate localisation spatially by detecting 

bleeding more accurately temporally which minimises the impact of rapid 

peristalsis on localisation errors. There has been no specific investigation 

reported in the literature comparing the diagnostic efficiency of various 

sampling intervals. More frequent sampling may decrease statistical certainty 

so optimising the protocol is crucial. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This investigation was a retrospective clinical study. This investigation was 

approved by the Charles Sturt University Ethics in Human Research Committee. 

A total of 49 patient studies were included in the sample. All data was acquired 

on a Philips Prism gamma camera using an Odyssey computer (Philips Medical 

Systems, Cleveland). Acquisition parameters for all data sets included a 

128x128 matrix and a 60 seconds per frame continuous dynamic acquisition. 

Studies were generally performed using an in vitro 99mTc RBC label using a 

commercially available kit preparation. 

 

The 49 original raw patient data sets were displayed conventionally as both one 

minute and five minute data sets. Studies were interpreted by four independent 

nuclear medicine physicians. For each set of patient files, interpreting 

physicians were required to report the relative importance or contribution of 

each display method (one and five minute data sets) to bleed detection (or 

absence), bleed localisation and the interpretative confidence. All three 

parameters required a 100% contribution to be divided as appropriate for each 

of the display methods.  

 

The statistical significance was calculated using Chi-Square analysis for 

nominal data and Student’s t test for continuous data. The X2 Pearson Chi 

Square test was employed for categorical data with normal distribution and the 

G2 Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square test for categorical data without normal 

distribution. A P value less than 0.05 was considered significant. The 

differences between independent means and proportions was calculated with a 

95% confidence interval (CI). Inter-observer correlation was evaluated with 

Chi-Square analysis and inter-observer reliability measured using Cohen’s 

Kappa coefficient. The matched pairs t test was used to assess agreement 

between pairs. 
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RESULTS 

Statistically significant variations between observers were noted in the relative 

contribution of one minute and five minute sampling intervals to bleed 

detection, localisation and interpretive confidence (Tables 1 and 2). One minute 

sampling demonstrated statistically higher contributions to detection, 

localisations and interpretive confidence than five minute sampling (all P < 

0.001) (Table 3). These observations are supported by the lack of overlap of the 

95% CI of the mean figures. 

 

Table 1: The mean contribution of sampling intervals to bleed detection, 
localisation and interpretive confidence for each observer. 

Observer Parameter Mean Contribution 
of 1 minute (%) 

Mean Contribution 
of 5 minute (%) 

One Detection 100 0 
 Localisation 100 0 
 Confidence 100 0 
Two Detection 51.7 48.3 
 Localisation 50.0 50.0 
 Confidence 50.0 50.0 
Three Detection 87.6 12.4 
 Localisation 78.8 21.3 
 Confidence 87.8 12.0 
Four Detection 80.0 20.0 
 Localisation 81.7 18.3 
 Confidence 82.6 17.4 
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Table 2: Level of significance of differences between the mean contributions of 
the sampling interval to bleed detection, localisation and interpretive confidence 
for each observer. 
 Observer Two 

(P = ) 
Three 
(P = ) 

Four 
(P = ) 

Detection 

One 1 min < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 
5 min < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 

Two 1 min  < 0.001 < 0.001 
5 min  < 0.001 < 0.001 

Three 1 min   0.026 
5 min   0.023 

Localisation 

One 1 min < 0.001 0.008 0.001 
5 min < 0.001 0.008 0.001 

Two 1 min  < 0.001 < 0.001 
5 min  < 0.001 < 0.001 

Three 1 min   0.694 
5 min   0.694 

Confidence 

One 1 min < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 
5 min < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 

Two 1 min  < 0.001 < 0.001 
5 min  < 0.001 < 0.001 

Three 1 min   0.001 
5 min   < 0.001 

 

Table 3: Relative contributions of one and five minute sampling intervals to 
bleed detection, localisation and interpretive confidence. 
 One Minute Five Minute 
 Mean (%) 95% CI of 

Mean (%) 
Mean (%) 95% CI of 

Mean (%) 
Detection 88.7 85.7 – 91.7 11.2 8.2 – 14.2 
Localisation 71.6 62.7 – 80.5 28.4 19.5 – 37.3 
Confidence 87.1 84.8 – 89.4 12.8 10.5 – 15.2 
 

There was a statistically significant relationship demonstrated between the 

interpretive outcome (true positive, true negative, false positive or false 

negative) with respect to the relative contribution of each sampling interval to 

bleed detection (P < 0.001), bleed localisation (P = 0.002) and interpretive 

confidence (P < 0.001) (Table 4 and Figures 1 to 3).  
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Table 4: Mean relative contributions of sampling intervals to detection, 
localisation and interpretive confidence stratified by diagnostic outcome. It 
should be noted that the contributions for five minute sampling simply mirror 
that of one minute sampling (i.e. equal to 100 minus the one minute figure). 
 One Minute Sampling Mean Contributions 
 True Positives 

(%) 
True Negatives 

(%) 
False Positives 

(%) 
Detection 78.7 95.2 60.9 
Localisation 78.8 - 50.0 
Confidence 77.9 91.1 51.3 
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Figure 1: Oneway Anova analysis of the contribution of one minute sampling 
bleed detection stratified by diagnostic outcome. Five minute sampling is 
represented by the reciprocal percentages. The statistically significant 
difference is supported by the lack of overlap of 95% CIs. 
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Figure 2: Oneway Anova analysis of the contribution of one minute sampling to 
bleed localisation stratified by diagnostic outcome. Five minute sampling is 
represented by the reciprocal percentages. The statistically significant 
difference is supported by the lack of overlap of 95% CIs. 
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Figure 3: Oneway Anova analysis of the contribution of one minute sampling to 
interpretive confidence stratified by diagnostic outcome. Five minute sampling 
is represented by the reciprocal percentages. The statistically significant 
difference is supported by the lack of overlap of 95% CIs. 
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DISCUSSION 

The variable inter-observer agreement was not considered a threat to the 

statistical power of this investigation but rather, the implications strengthen the 

external validity of the results. These results offer is an insight into the 

interpretive difficulties associated with the scintigraphic evaluation of the acute 

LGIH. Observer one attributed 100% of judgement and decision making to one 

minute sampling on the basis that the image quality was of such a high standard 

for one minute sampling that there was no need to refer to the five minute data. 

In contrast to observer one, observer two reported an equal dependence on one 

and five minute data sets for detection, localisation and interpretive confidence. 

Generally, approximately 90% of the relative contribution to bleed detection 

and interpretive confidence was attributed to one minute sampling. Five minute 

sampling was seen to have the greatest impact on bleed localisation (28%) 

which probably relates to the pooling of data to provide better count density in 

display images.   

 

The statistically significant relationship between the interpretive outcome (true 

positive, true negative, false positive or false negative) with respect to the 

relative contribution of each sampling interval to bleed detection, bleed 

localisation and interpretive confidence supports an increased contribution of 

five minute sampling in patients with active bleeding that may provide both 

interpretive clarity (true positive) or interpretive confusion (false positive). One 

might then argue that one minute sampling extends an advantage to minimising 

false positives while five minute sampling plays a role in reducing false 

negatives. A theoretical approach based on count density and statistical 

certainty might suggest that the five minute data could assist in eliminating 

potential false negative results when the bleed continues for the majority of the 

interval and without substantial movement or dispersion. Similarly, the low 

count certainty of one minute data might make false positive findings more 

likely. 
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CONCLUSION 

The specificity of 99mTc RBCs has been reported to be poor due to the increased 

number of false positive studies (7). False positive studies can be reduced by 

predominantly relying on the one minute dynamic data for bleed detection. 

Thus, a maximum sampling interval of one minute per frame should be used in 

scintigraphic evaluation of LGIH. One minute dynamic data should be reframed 

to five minute intervals to assist in bleed localisation. This need only be 

undertaken when a bleed has been identified on the one minute dynamic data. 

Reliance on the five minute data for bleed detection, rather than just localisation, 

results in false positive studies. 
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